POLICY ON THE WEB-POSTING OF PUBLICATIONS FROM THE JAPANESE SOCIETY FOR OCEANIC STUDIES
(A translation; refer to the Original (in Japanese) when necessary.)

Article 1. (Purpose)
The Japanese Society for Oceanic Studies (hereafter, “JSOS”) sets up this policy to protect the appropriate management of the copyright that belongs to JSOS.

Article 2. (Subject of this Policy)
“Publications from JSOS” include the following (hereafter, “the Work”):
1. Articles published in People and Culture in Oceania
2. Articles published in the JSOS NEWSLETTER
3. Other articles in publications from JSOS

Article 3. (Conditions)
JSOS acknowledges that the contributors (hereafter “the Author”) of the above mentioned Work retain the right to:

1. Post their Work on non-profit oriented websites, such as:
   (1) Their personal web page
   (2) Their institutional web page and/or their Institutional Repository
   (3) Other web page that is considered to be appropriate by JSOS

2. Under the condition that:
   (1) There is a clear copyright notice in the name of the copyright holder (The Japanese Society for Oceanic Studies).
   (2) The full bibliographical details indicating where the Work originally appeared is provided.
   (3) The posting is no sooner than 6 months after the Work was first published.
   (4) No modification (except for the correction of typo-errors) has been made on the Work.

3. The form of posting should be:
   (1) In the definitive version of the Work as appeared in the publication from JSOS
   (2) In other forms that JSOS considers to be appropriate

4. No formal procedure is required for the Author to post his/her Work, provided that the posting carefully follows the above-mentioned conditions.

5. In case of the violation of the above-mentioned conditions, JSOS retains the right to prohibit the web-posting of the Work.

Annex 1. This Policy is made effective on April 1, 2007.
Annex 2. This Policy applies also to works published by JSOS prior to April 1, 2007.

http://wwwsoc.nii.ac.jp/jsos/